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Introduction  
 

Prior to launching our first AI-for-Sales Study last year, we had a range of theories about what we might find as we explored what AI 
was doing, if anything, to help sales organizations optimize performance. Again, this year, we are mindful that our personal opinions 
are not the ones that count. Rather, it is the input from professionals who are actively involved in the B2B sales marketplace that need 
to be analyzed when assessing the effectiveness of any sales enablement solution. More than 500 sales organizations responded to 
this year’s survey, and it is their input we are using to tell the story. 
 
The survey data collected paint three different pictures:  

• Most sales organizations that have implemented one or more solutions impacting specific aspects of their Customer Lifecycle 
Management process reported positive results from their initiatives.  

• Firms that are or plan to evaluate AI in the next 12 months have a degree of uncertainty as to what AI can do to help overcome 
some of their sales challenges, but based on what they have learned so far, they will investigate AI options in more detail.  

• Organizations that agreed they face sales challenges, but they will pursue other sales enablement options versus exploring 
emerging (and in some of their minds “unproven”) AI technology. 

 
As noted in last year’s report, the research initiative surfaced several trends and insights to establish the case for sales organizations 
to thoroughly understand the current state of AI-for-Sales. At the same time, it left us with the compelling need to know more. During 
the past year, our sales enablement initiative benchmarking efforts documented field-proven examples of how AI was not just 
enhancing but reinventing certain aspects of companies’ Customer Lifecycle Management processes at the micro-level. But, as we 
entered 2020, we knew it was time to step away from documenting pockets of success and look at the topic from a macro-level. 
 
To support this, we conducted our second annual AI-for-Sales study, gathering data from 500+ sales organizations. The following 
report shares the current state of AI-for-Sales and how this topic is evolving on a year-over-year basis. We hope the findings are useful 
to you as you look for ways to optimize the performance of your sales organization. If you have any questions on this research effort 
or the 2020 report, please feel free to contact us directly. 

 

  
Jim Dickie, Research Fellow 

303-521-4410 

jim.dickie@salesmastery.com 

 

 

Barry Trailer, Managing Partner 

916-712-9621 

barry.trailer@salesmastery.com 

 

mailto:jim.dickie@salesmastery.com
mailto:jim.dickie@salesmastery.com
mailto:barry.trailer@salesmastery.com
mailto:barry.trailer@salesmastery.com
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AI-for-Sales Landscape Continues to Expand  

 When we compiled our first list of AI-for-Sales solutions four years ago, it was comprised of offerings from 24 technology firms. Fast 

forward to today. The recently published Sales Mastery’s 2020 AI-for-Sales Solutions Guide now encompasses 180+ AI-powered sales 

enablement technologies which focus on optimizing the efficiency and effectiveness of sales teams. With a couple dozen additional 

solutions to be reviewed, it is clear that AI-for-Sales is of keen interest to technology developers. You can access a copy of the 2020 

Guide using this link AI-for-Sales Solutions Guide. 

 

 

https://www.brainshark.com/salesmastery/vu?pi=zHfzlSALxzW4Yjz0
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AI-for-Sales Solutions Overview  

In last year’s report, we noted that there were not AI-for-Sales suites of functionality that effectively dealt with all the phases of 

Customer Lifecycle Management. Instead, what had come to market were predominately point solutions focused on single aspects of 

the full range of sales challenges companies face. In the past year we have seen companies such as Saleforce.com expand their Einstein 

solution set, and there has been a fair amount of M&A activity that is starting to stitch together more robust, integrated solution 

frameworks. Having access to all-in-one AI-for-Sales platforms is probably two to three years down the road. To best understand what 

AI-for-Sales might mean to your organization today, it is useful to segment the solutions currently available into the categories of 

functionality to help navigate Customer Lifecycle Management. 

AI-for-Sales Customer Lifecycle Management Optimization Categories 

❖ Sales Intelligence Analysis  

o Purpose: Optimize territory and key stakeholder analysis 

o AI-enabled Functionality: Comprehensively assesses a company’s total addressable market, provides insights into 

prospect organizations, prioritizes the best accounts to pursue, identifies buying event triggers, targets the right 

stakeholders to connect with, delivers insights into how to engage with them, etc. 

o ROI Potential: Optimize lead generation efforts, increase lead conversion rates, reduce prospect research time for 

sellers, focus sellers at the beginning of the sales process on deals most likely to result in a sale, etc. 

 

❖ Sales Process and Training  

o Purpose: Sales process and sales skills training reinforcement 

o AI-enabled Functionality: Provides individualized sales training, practice, and virtual coaching reinforcement on sales 

process and sales skills; ensures sales professionals fully comprehend and can effectively integrate training concepts 

into their daily workflow, provides feedback on other areas of improvement, tracks progress to achieve those 

recommendations, etc. 

o ROI Potential: Reduce onboarding time for new sellers, upskill established reps, optimize new product rollouts, provide 

sellers with 24/7 access to skills coaching, augment sales management time required to provide reinforcement, etc. 
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❖ Lead Generation Management  

o Purpose: Help sellers generate and convert more leads 

o AI-enabled Functionality: Supports sellers in conducting prospecting campaigns including sequencing, enhancing, and 

managing emails and calls, provides persona-based insights for effective prospect engagement, supports social 

outreach to establish a seller’s credibility, objectively scores leads and opportunities, provides lead nurturing support, 

etc.  

o ROI Potential: Increase the quantity and quality of leads that sales can pursue, provide insights into getting invited to 

engage with prospects early in their buying process, increase lead conversion rates, etc. 

 

❖ Lead Follow-up/Appointment Setting  

o Purpose: Provide sellers with a virtual assistant to help engage with more customers 

o AI-enabled Functionality: Integrates with CRM and marketing systems, optimizes lead follow-up via email or SMS, 

coordinates meeting scheduling for sellers, facilitates lead nurturing, supports existing account communications, 

provides insights into unique messaging to use with prospects, etc. 

o ROI Potential: Optimize lead follow-up and conversion, increase return on marketing investments via ongoing lead 

nurturing, minimize customer churn and help reinstate lost customers, increase selling time, etc.  

 

❖ Stakeholder Engagement  

o Purpose: Deliver to sellers the insights needed to have meaningful and impactful interactions with prospects/clients 

o AI-enabled Functionality: Provides sellers with support for effective and value-added face-to-face, phone, and email 

interactions with prospects and customers via individualized persona analysis, shares targeted conversation insights, 

conducts emotional feedback analysis, generates impactful visualizations, etc. 

o ROI Potential: Decrease competitive losses and no decisions, sell value and avoid discounting, shorten sell cycles, 

increase average deal size, improve margins, etc. 

 

❖ Content Management 

o Purpose: Provide sales teams with the right insights, news, and content to share with prospects 
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o AI-enabled Functionality: Identifies for sellers which sales tools to leverage, with what type of stakeholder, at which 

stage in the sell cycle; helps enhance buyer understanding of solutions and its competitive differentiation, analyzes 

buyer interest and their intent, provides sales with best practices recommendations, etc. 

o ROI Potential: Increase win rates, increase selling time, demonstrate competitive differentiation, sell value and avoid 

discounting, increase average deal size, improve margins, etc. 

 

❖ Sales Conversation Analysis 

o Purpose: Help sales organizations surface conversational insights from sales calls 

o AI-enabled Functionality: Gains insights into selling engagements via automatically recording, transcribing, and 

analyzing every sales call, provides real-time virtual coaching during and/or after the call, increases sales management 

effectiveness via detailed call metrics, shares the voice-of-the-customer across the enterprise, etc.   

o ROI Potential: Increase win rates, provide managers with call insights to conduct proactive coaching, surface sales best 

practices, automate the capture of full conversational intelligence that is directly added to CRM records, etc. 

 

❖ Sales Activity Analysis  

o Purpose: Provide sales teams with metrics on seller and buyer engagement 

o AI-enabled Functionality: Gathers sales activity metrics via analyzing seller and buyer interactions (e.g., emails, 

appointments, phone calls, etc.), assesses seller/buyer alignment, automates CRM record creation/updating, provides 

actionable insights for sales professionals and managers, etc. 

o ROI Potential: Increase win rates, provide managers with call insights to conduct proactive coaching, surface sales best 

practices, receive early warnings when the activity level with stakeholders of forecast deals are waning or have stopped 

altogether, etc. 

 

❖ Solution Configuration Management 

o Purpose: Provide sales teams with support to optimize quote-to-cash process 

o AI-enabled Functionality: Analyzes customer needs to intelligently recommend best solutions, optimizes pricing 

management, ensures contractual and legal compliance, automates and tracks the contract creation, approval, and 

deal fulfillment/billing process, etc. 
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o ROI Potential: Increase deal size (cross-sell/upsell), optimize configuration accuracy, shorten closing cycle time, help 

quickly onboard new salespeople, etc. 

 

❖ Forecast Management Analysis  

o Purpose: Provide sales teams with metrics and insights to optimize forecast accuracy 

o AI-enabled Functionality: Analyzes data from key sales activities, provides sales management with the metrics needed 

to continuously assess the status of each forecast deal, proactively identifies deals that are at risk and why, provides 

insights into how to get deals back on track, determines what deals to stop pursuing, identifies un-forecast deals that 

can be accelerated, etc. 

o ROI Potential: Increase win rates, decrease reliance on discounting to close deals, improved and proactive sales 

manager coaching, surface sales best practices, increase forecast horizon and the enterprise’s confidence in sales 

forecasting, etc. 

 

❖ Key Account Management 

o Purpose: Help key account managers effectively navigate complex sales 

o AI-enabled Functionality: Analyzes key stakeholder personas, facilitates comprehensive relationship and strategy 

mapping, provides a continuous stream of insights into key clients, their marketplace, and the decision makers within 

those accounts, monitors plans to ensure they are effectively implemented, makes suggestions for evolving plans as 

conditions change, etc. 

o ROI Potential: Maximize revenues from key accounts, decrease customer churn, deepen levels of customer 

relationships, optimize competitive differentiation, sell value and avoid discounting, etc. 

 

❖ Sales Coaching Support 

o Purpose: Increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the people leading sales teams 

o AI-enabled Functionality: Provides support services for sales managers including assessing which sellers need help on 

specific opportunities, assesses sales skills that need improvement and evaluates the coachability of sellers, provides 

virtual coaching support to augment manager coaching, surfaces and shares best practices across the salesforce, 

suggests individualized coaching plans and monitors progress, etc.  
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o ROI Potential: Increase win rates, proactively identify at-risk sellers, minimize voluntary and involuntary turnover, 

reduce new seller onboarding time, ensure sellers receive consistent and relevant coaching, elevate overall sales team 

competencies, etc. 

 

❖ Sales Talent Management  

o Purpose: Optimize new sellers hiring and onboarding processes  

o AI-enabled Functionality: Leverages a data-driven approach to identifying sales professionals who fit the sales culture, 

assesses sales candidate’s existing skills and/or the capacity to learn, provides coaching plans tailored to each new hire 

to increase their chances of success, etc. 

o ROI Potential: Reduce onboarding time, decrease time to first sale, minimize the percentage of sellers who wash out 

during the initial ramp up period, decrease turnover of tenured sellers, etc. 

AI-for-Sales Study Participants Analysis 

As was the focus of the 2019 AI-for-Sales study, this year we sought 

to gather input from three different classes of sales organizations: 1) 

those that have already evaluated AI-for-Sales solutions 

(implemented/implementing or previously evaluated; 2) those that 

are currently or plan to evaluate solutions this year; and 3) those that 

have no current plans regarding AI-for-Sales.  

 

The chart at the right summarizes the breakdown of the study 

participants. Again, we want to clarify that because of the study 

design objective of ensuring representation from all three use cases, 

these figures DO NOT reflect the market penetration of AI-for-Sales. 

Our ongoing benchmarking continues to see that the percentage of 

companies that have implemented AI solutions, while rising, is still in 

the single digits. Still, we continue to see more sales organizations opting to fully evaluate these solutions. 
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In closer examination of the chart, 38.5% of study participants reported that their firm had completed an evaluation of one or more 

AI-for-Sales solutions. Of these, 87.1% elected to move forward with implementing AI solutions, while 12.9% elected not to upon 

concluding their product evaluation. These numbers are in line with the 2019 study. We have been gathering data on various 

technology implementations in sales for nearly two decades. It is worth noting that the figures from this year and last have shown the 

lowest “no decision” rates we have seen. Even though we are looking at AI technology, which in many cases is in its embryonic stage 

of marketplace acceptance, most early evaluators see enough useful functionality to move forward with implementing these solutions. 

 

Last year we had several requests from Advisory Services clients for data regarding the size of companies implementing AI-for-Sales 

solutions. When we asked what their “guess” might be, some sales executives said they thought AI would be solutions for only large 

enterprises to pursue at this time.  

 

The chart at right shows a breakdown of the annual revenue figures 

reported by the 2020 study firms that are implementing/have 

implemented AI-for-Sales solutions. We see that 31.3% of the firms using 

AI-for-Sales solutions have revenues of $251M or more, while 46.4% were 

firms with revenues of $11M–$250M. What surprised several members 

of our advisory board was that over one in five implementors were ≤$10M 

companies. As such, AI-for-Sales is something any size company can 

implement. 

 

As was the case last year, the purpose of this report is to delve into the 

experiences of those AI-for-Sales early adopters. For starters, we wanted 

to assess what, if any, impact AI was having on sales performance. We 

then conducted a deeper analysis into the operational improvements 

these firms experienced. Finally, we offer an assessment of the longer-

term impact of AI-for-Sales going forward. 
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 AI-for-Sales Solutions Implementation Analysis 

After categorizing the types of AI-for-Sales that can be used to optimize various aspects of the Customer Lifecycle Management 

process, we sought to understand which solutions were resonating with sales organizations and to know if they would make a 

commitment to utilize this emerging technology. The next chart summarizes the specific types of AI solutions that have been or are 

currently being implemented. (Note: totals are >100% since more than one solution could be identified.) 

 

 
 

We continue to see a wide range of interests that sales organizations have as they look to leverage AI—that is to optimize various 

aspects of selling and sales management. As in 2019, Lead Generation Management and Forecast Management Analysis are the top 
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two sales performance areas that study participants are focused on leveraging. This is understandable as it aligns with two of the top 

operational goals that sales organizations want to achieve in 2020: 1) create more leads and convert them into opportunities; 2) 

increase win rates and improve forecast accuracy. These two areas have been perennial problems since the approaches sales 

organizations have used haven’t moved the dial. Today, organizations are looking to AI to provide innovations to address these 

challenges. 

 

One move worth noting is the third item on the chart. Sales Conversation Analysis ranked eighth in the 2019 survey. We have 

benchmarked several initiatives that are leveraging this type of AI solution, and they all report improvements in sales performance. 

From an efficiency point of view, these solutions can record the sales calls when sellers are using online meeting platforms and 

transcribe them into text. As a result, full conversations can be added to an organization’s CRM to ensure capturing the voice of the 

customer—all without putting the burden on sellers. From an effectiveness standpoint, these systems can analyze what was said, by 

whom, and tag key pieces of the conversation. This sets the stage for capturing best practices and receiving early warning signs of 

when the current messaging no longer resonates with prospects. 

 

Our benchmarking efforts also see that there are times when Sales Coaching Support and Sales Activities Analysis combine into a single 

initiative. The thinking is that Sales Activity Analysis solutions analyze the level of engagement between sellers and buyers such as: 

Are meetings scheduled on the calendar? Are emails flowing back and forth between both parties? Are phone calls made and 

returned? Has the proposal been accessed online by the right decision makers? By analyzing these and other leading indicators, the 

applications can start to assess the level of engagement the buyer has with sales and provide insights about their intent to make a 

buying decision. Sales management, armed with this analysis, now has the metrics to see the status of deal flow through the pipeline 

and can determine which sellers may need specific types of help on targeted deals. This, in turn, allows managers to allocate their 

precious coaching time to the deals that have the most impact. 

 

Continuing down the rest of the list we see that one size does not fit all. Sales organizations are looking at a variety of solutions 

depending on the specific set of challenges they are encountering. Technology options such as Content Management, Sales 

Intelligence Analysis, and Stakeholder Engagement are being leveraged to identify which decision makers to connect with and the 

tools and messages to use to effectively engage with them. Interest in Sales Process and Training is occurring more often when 

companies are looking to reduce new sales hire onboarding time or introduce new products more successfully into the marketplace. 
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The key takeaway is that companies are utilizing AI innovations to unlock new ways of dealing with historic challenges negatively 

impacting sales performance. 

AI-for-Sales Adoption Rates 

As with any sales technology, it is one thing to implement a solution; it is 

yet another to get sellers and managers to adopt it into their daily 

workflow. We again asked companies that had rolled out an AI-for-Sales 

technology to share their sales team’s adoption rate. The summary of 

their responses is in the chart to the right. 

The percentage of firms with an adoption rate of greater than 90% was 

29.4%, which is up from 27.1% a year ago. However, there are lower 

adoption rates reported across the rest of the study participants as the 

76%–90% adoption figure is down from 37.5% reported in 2019. This, in 

turn, led to the 51%–75% and 26%–50% adoptions rates to increase from 

the figures of 13.5% and 6.3%, respectively reported last year.   

When benchmarking a series of recently implemented initiatives, we 

observed that a key part of the technology introduction was often 

missing. The missing component was that the first sale introducing AI-for-Sales was an internal one—there is a fair amount of 

skepticism anytime a firm looks to implement a new technology. In addition, there may be distrust or even fear by some sales 

professionals as they consider AI. These result in roadblocks to adoptions being compounded. Part of the rollout and initial training 

needs to revolve around showing sellers how sales leaders see AI making their jobs easier. It needs to identify the tasks AI will take off 

their plates, new insights it will surface to help sell more effectively, the coaching that it can provide on a 24/7 basis, etc. Showing 

sellers what is in it for them can set the stage for higher user adoption. 
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Impact of AI-for-Sales on Seller Performance 

We started at the macro-level to understand what impact, if any, AI was having on sales performance. First, consideration was given 

to sales organization efficiency gains. We wanted to see if there were improvements that made it easier for sales teams to perform 

various aspects of their job or remove tasks from their to-do lists. Second, we wanted to look at changes in effectiveness. If efficiency 

was increasing the quantity of work, was effectiveness increasing the quality of what sales teams accomplished? 

 

The chart to the right summarizes the input received 

from study participants as related to the sellers within 

their organizations. Over two-thirds of the firms 

reported a significant or noticeable increase in seller 

efficiency.  

 

The latest research on seller time allocation shows 

they are only spending (depending on the study) 35%–

43% of their time doing what managers hired them to 

do—which is to sell. It is, therefore, encouraging to see 

that only 2.2% of study participants reported no 

improvement in seller efficiency, which is in alignment 

with the 2.1% figure reported in our 2019 study.  

 

More selling time needs to be accompanied by making 

the optimal use of that time, so sales effectiveness will 

have to improve as well. In this chart we see that just under two-thirds of study participants see significant or noticeable improvements 

in efficiency/effectiveness. While, at the other end of the spectrum, those organizations identifying no impact on sales effectiveness 

are almost nonexistent. 
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Impact of AI-for-Sales on Sales Manager Performance 

We conducted a similar analysis based on the impact AI had 

on the people leading sales teams. We wanted to know if 

organizations were increasing the time that sales managers 

had to conduct forecast and pipeline management, coaching, 

and mentoring, as well as assessing if they could become 

more effective at performing these aspects of their job. 

 

The efficiency assessment ratings are in line with those of 

sellers, while the effectiveness ratings came in higher at 

70.4%. One contributing factor to this is that AI is giving 

managers key metrics on how their sales teams are selling 

and the rate at which deals are moving (or not moving) 

through the sales funnel.  

At the lower end of sales manager performance, 5.5% of firms 

reported no impact. It is worth noting that part of this is due 

to the fact that some of these tools are not directly oriented toward sales managers, such as setting appointments for sellers. 
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AI-for-Sales Operational Improvements Analysis 

While the overall efficiency and effectiveness ratings 

are encouraging, we felt the need to conduct a deeper 

analysis into user experiences to clarify specific 

improvements in sales performance. We asked study 

participants to identify the operational benefits they 

realized after implementing AI-for-Sales solutions. A 

summary of their responses is in the chart to the right. 

In what may seem like reverse order, we want to first 

focus attention to the bottom of the chart. The “Too 

early to tell” number, while up slightly from the 11.5% 

figure reported in our 2019 report, remains relatively 

low when considering AI is an emerging technology. 

Reviewing the rest of the chart data, there are some 

major shifts on a year-over-year basis. Earlier we 

noted an increase in the number of sales organizations implementing Sales Conversation Analysis, Sales Coaching Support, and Sales 

Activities Analysis. With this, we saw improved seller/sales manager communication jump from sixth on the list of operational 

improvements to first. Improvements in Sales Coaching moved from third to second place, which in turn, dropped increases in 

revenues per seller to third place. Improved visibility into buyer intent is also improving; moving from eighth to fourth place, which 

may be the result of sales organizations’ improved access to metrics and insights from Sales Conversations and Sales Activities Analysis. 

Looking at the remaining items, AI continues to demonstrate the ability to positively impact key sales challenges that have plagued 

sales organizations at a rate we have not seen in the early stages of any other new technology adoption (e.g., CRM, analytics, etc.). 
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Projected Impact of AI-for-Sales in Three Years  

In looking beyond the present, we sought to get study 

participants’ insights into the role AI-for-Sales may play going 

forward. To do this, we asked them to assess the impact 

these solutions could have on sales three years from now. 

The chart to the right summarizes their responses.  

These numbers tell two stories. First, a strong majority, 

81.2%, see AI-for-Sales as a key addition to CRM, or 

something even more significant. Second, our past studies 

have often seen impact numbers drop from the first year of 

a study to the second as the excitement and promise of new 

innovations get replaced by reality. So far, this is not the case 

with AI-for-Sales as key addition/game changer ratings 

compare favorably at 93.5% this year, compared to the 

80.5% figure from the 2019 survey. (See chart on next page.) 

Further, we found a strong business case for investing the effort to accurately understand what AI-for-Sales is about; what it does and 

doesn’t do. As we noted at the beginning of this report, a major study design objective was to get input from firms that had 

implemented/were implementing AI-for-Sales solutions, those that were evaluating/would be evaluating in the next 12 months, and 

those that had no interest in AI-for-Sales. The following chart segments the answers to the impact question based on these three 

categories. 
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Sales organizations that have implemented one or more AI solutions have a very positive view on the impact that it will have on sales 

performance in the future. This is in line with the 95.4% figure reported last year. Firms in the evaluation category continue to have a 

positive view toward AI as this year’s ratings are in line with those from the 2019 survey. Finally, we see a noticeable shift in terms of 

perceived impact of AI-for-Sales even in firms with no plans to evaluate AI. In the 2019 study, 19.7% of companies stated that sales 

organizations would be able to get by without AI, and another 36.4% saw it as only as a nice addition to CRM. The 2020 study numbers 

are noticeably down; 29.1% and 13.9%, respectively.  
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Advice From Existing AI-for-Sales Users to Their Peers 

We sought insights from AI-for-Sales solutions’ early adopters regarding the advice they would have for their non-AI-enabled peers. 

Reviewing their comments surfaced several reoccurring themes. The following summarizes their top ten recommendations: 

❖ Be Late to AI-for-Sales at Your Own Peril: We are accustomed to first-mover advantages having a fixed shelf life. For example, 

if implementing a formal sales process before a competitor, the firm will outperform the competitor until they do the same 

and catch up. AI-for-Sales users find that through machine learning (ML) their sales algorithms get better over time and 

performance increases keep getting better; meaning, that first movers will have a longer lasting advantage over laggards. 

 

❖ AI Requires Good Data: Data scientists can create innovative algorithms to analyze various data elements, but if they don’t  

have access to quality data (e.g., pipeline, lead source, stage times, etc.), then AI/ML will not be able to deliver the metrics and 

insights to sellers, sales management, and the rest of the enterprise to help them optimize aspects of Customer Lifecycle 

Management. 

 

❖ AI is Part of a Solution Framework: Sales enablement teams need to view AI/ML technology as one of five key levers for 

optimizing sales performance. (The other key levers are people, process, traditional technology, and knowledge.) Sales 

organizations will still encounter challenges that are more fundamental than AI alone can deliver.  

 

❖ Optimize Your Processes First: A suggested first step for any AI-for-Sales initiative is to map out, in detail, your Customer 

Lifecycle Management process. Doing this step with input from sales teams will surface best practices that can immediately be 

implemented. Second, this analysis will point to areas that need improvement and/or be formalized. Third, doing so will provide 

information to share with solution providers, so the conversation can focus on how to solve the top challenges your company 

is facing. And, finally, it will provide you with a benchmark to compare and then determine the level of ROI AI is generating for 

your company. 
 

❖ Think Long-term, But Act Short-term: Build a long-term vision of how you want to transform sales and identify the parts of 

your Customer Lifecycle Management you want AI to augment. But, don’t feel the need to do everything at once. Sales 
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organizations that are taking a phased approach to implementing pieces of their AI-enabled roadmap are reporting 

improvements in performance, smoother adoption by the sales organization, and better understanding of how AI-for-Sales will 

evolve in their organization over time.  

 

❖ Regarding Solutions, Trust but Verify: There is no shortage of claims being made regarding how AI has/will revolutionize 

selling. Through our own benchmarking initiatives, we found some that sound too good to be true are achieving results. 

Conversely, we have seen others that sound great in theory, but do not have a single use case to back up their claim. When 

evaluating vendors, make talking to existing users who are a year or more ahead of you on the AI-for-Sales path a requirement.  

 

❖ Make Your Best-of-breed vs. Suite-of-solutions Decisions Wisely: When we first looked at the AI-for-Sales solution 

marketplace five years ago, we saw a collection of point solutions. Reflecting on the landscape diagram on page two, we see 

many more players. When delving deeper into today’s marketplace, some companies are broadening their offerings to not 

only address more aspects of Customer Lifecycle Management, but also to impact other areas such as marketing and customer 

service. As part of your technology decision making criteria, it will be an important choice. The recommendation is to balance 

the advantages that a best-in-breed point solution may have in the short-term with the advantages that a broader suite of 

solutions will have long-term.  

 

❖ Invest in Training to Help Sellers Fully Leverage AI: Getting these solutions up and running is one thing; getting sellers and 

sales managers to fully understand all the intricacies of what these solutions can offer is another. Sales teams will require 

adequate training and ongoing support to completely leverage each new AI technology solution. 

 

❖ Don’t Underestimate or Overestimate the Impact AI Will Have When Talking to Your Sales Organization: Across all aspects 

of business, personnel are trying to fully understand how AI will impact their jobs—both negatively and positively. Sales is no 

different. Sales leaders should plan to deal with this uncertainty as part of their change management strategy. Be upfront and 

honest on tasks that AI can/may take over from sellers. Conversely, don’t oversell how wonderful AI could make their lives, 

when some of the improvements you are talking about could be years away. Realistic discussions are needed to set the stage 

for sales teams adopting new (and in some cases radical) ways of selling. 
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❖ AI-for-Sales is Top-down, not Bottom-up: This is not a traditional sales effectiveness initiative that a CSO/CRO can assign to an 

individual and say, “Make it happen.” Instead, this needs to have ongoing sponsorship at the senior sales management level, 

if not at the executive leadership level. The announcement that AI-for-Sales is going to be a reality needs to come to the 

organization from the top and be reinforced regularly so the organization understands that this will be the new reality for your 

business. 

A Look to the Future 

As we finished analyzing the data from this year’s study, we asked, “Where will we be in this space a year from now?” We remain 

convinced that while there is still much to learn, AI-for-Sales is already, and will continue to, transform selling. It will redefine how 

companies not only engage with, but also collaborate and partner with customers. It will change who is successful at selling causing 

sales leaders to review who is currently on their sales teams, as well as develop a new model of selecting, onboarding, and coaching 

new sales talent. Finally, AI will be a major competitive differentiator for determining the lead players across all vertical industries 

from alternate vendors that are relegated to second-tier status or disappear altogether from the marketplace. 

AI-for-Sales may be something your company decides not to pursue now, but if you make that decision without fully educating yourself 

on what it means to you, your company, your competitors, your customers, and even their customers, you are making a grave error.  

As always, Advisory Services clients should feel free to set up a briefing with their Sales Mastery Analyst to discuss questions they may 

have regarding this research report or to discuss, in depth, the various AI-for-Sales technology options. 

  
Jim Dickie, Research Fellow 
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Sales Mastery is headed by Jim Dickie and Barry Trailer, 

two serial entrepreneurs who, collectively, have over 60 

years of hands-on experience in sales, sales management, 

and sales technology. Both have been in positions of 

managing sales organizations and have founded and led 

companies to successful buy-outs.  

THE POINT IS: They have been in your shoes! They have felt 

selling pains and sales management challenges. In 

addition, through their research and benchmarking efforts 

over the past 20 years, they have gained knowledge and 

insights from thousands of CSOs/CROs, CEOs, CMOs, and 

sales teams who have successfully overcome seemingly 

insurmountable barriers and hurdles that all leaders face. 

And, they have lived to tell the tale of what’s needed to 

turn how you sell into a sustainable competitive 

advantage.  

View Jim Dickie and Barry Trailer’s bios on LinkedIn. 
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